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STATEMENT in the matter of: 

Murder of Kenneth BRENNAN 

Place: Kings Cross 

Police Station 

Date : 20 June 1995 

Name: Olivier LE-BOURSICOT 

Address: Balmoral Beach Tel. No.: 

Occupation: Property Manager STATES:-

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be 

true. 

2. I am 23 years of age. 

3. I am currently employed at L.J Hooker Potts Point, I have 

been working for the company for 11 months? I am one of two 

property managers of L.J Hooker.We currently manage unit 

Onslow Ave Elizabeth Bay. 

4. Between 3pm and 3.30pm yesterday, Monday 19 June 1995, I 

received a telephone call on my mobile No 

Joanna SIAFARIKIS. She- asked me, words to the effect of 

" Have you given the keys, to any 

tradesman or anybody else in the 

past?" 

" No, not that I can remember ?' 

" Are you sure, are you sure ?" 

" I have given them to nobody" 

I said 

She said 

I said 

She then hung the phone up. 

from 

Witness-  4- n Signatu 
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Page No: 2 P.190A. 
STATEMENT (continued) in the matter of: Murder of Kenneth BRENNAN 

Name: Olivier LE-BOURSICOT 

5. In the morning of Monday the 19th June 1995, I spoke with 

Detective TAYLOR from the Kings Cross Police. We spoke about me 

having a look at the unit so I could inform the owner and the 

cleaners of the work that would have to be done. Detective 

TAYLOR said that he would contact me later during the day with 

more details. He did not ring me during the day. 

6. At 10.30am on the morning of Tuesday the 20th June 1995, I 

received a phone call from Detective MOSS, he requested that I 

attend the Kings Cross Detectives office to clear up the keys 

being missing form the key cabinet. 

7. At 10.40am I arrived at the Kings Cross office, and I 

explained that when I had spoken to Detective TAYLOR I took the 

keys from the cabinet and placed them on my table, so when he 

called me I could just grab them and we could, leave. 

That's why when Joanna went to look for them they were not 

there, but on my desk. Joanna looked this morning and I had 

already replaced them on the hook because they were on my desk 

all night. Since Detective TAYLOR did,nt ring I did"nt worry 

about it. I have since found out that Joanna went with Detective 

MOSS yesterday to have a look at the unit. 

8. I know what happened at the unit, but I have not been to the 

unit at any time. I not interested in going to the unit by 

myself. 

Witness-

Signature 


